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Before you know it, your teen will be entering the dating world. Maybe you’re
feeling uncertain or even intimidated when thinking about talking to your
teen about dating. Know that these feelings are completely normal and
something many parents experience. However, you don’t have to dread this
conversation or see it as something scary and daunting. In fact, it can
actually be a wonderful opportunity to build connection and let your teen
know that you are there for them as they navigate this new stage in their life.

Parents play an important role in teaching kids about healthy relationships!
Talking to your teen about what healthy dating relationships look like, as
well as some indicators of when they may be experiencing an unhealthy
relationship are essential to helping your teen develop healthy relationships
and avoid unhealthy or abusive relationships in the future. You have the
opportunity to help your teen develop the skills needed to build truly happy,
healthy, and safe relationships!

In this HRI E-Book, we'll share a series of tips to help you talk to your teen
about dating!

Helping Your Teen
Prepare to Enter the

Dating World
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Healthy Vs. Unhealthy
Relationships
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WHAT ARE THE WARNING
SIGNS OF DATING ABUSE?

Checking your text messages or
social media without Permission
Constantly putting you down
Extreme jealousy or insecurity
Isolating someone from friends or
family
Telling someone what to do or what
to wear
An explosive temper
Making false accusations (accusing
you of cheating)
Possessiveness
Physically harming you
Forcing or pressuring you into sex

QUALITIES TO LOOK FOR IN
A DATING PARTNER:

They support and encourage you
through your successes and failures. 
They treat you with respect and
kindness. 
They communicate their thoughts
and feelings openly and honestly,
while giving you space to do the
same.
They support your independence
and individuality.
 A healthy dating partner is
supportive of your relationships with
others and they encourage you to
engage in your dreams, passions,
and hobbies. 
They respect your boundaries.
They are caring and honest.
They listen to your ideas and are
willing to compromise. 
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Help Your Teen Understand What
Healthy Relationships Look Like

Healthy relationships are free from all forms of abuse, neglect, and threats to one or more person
in the relationship’s physical safety, emotional safety, well-being, and development. 
Open, honest, and safe communication is key to healthy relationships! In healthy relationships,
both people are willing to communicate their emotions, needs, and expectations, while also
providing space for the other person to do the same. Neither partner should feel afraid to share
for fear of the other person’s reaction or response.
Mutual respect and support are two other foundational elements of healthy teen relationships.
Both partners should value the other person’s values, beliefs, and boundaries, even if they don’t
always agree or understand. They should also lift each other up and be there to support each
other during challenges. 
 Trust in healthy relationships means that both people feel like they can depend on one another
and feel emotionally and physically safe with each other.

An important first step when talking to your teen about dating is sharing what a healthy relationship
looks like. Start an open conversation with your teen, asking them what qualities they think make up
a healthy relationship. By letting them lead with what they already know, your teen is more likely to
feel like this is a conversation instead of a one-sided lecture, increasing the likelihood that they will
be engaged and buy into what is being discussed. Asking your teen for their opinions, experiences,
and input will also help them feel heard and respected throughout the conversation. 

After hearing from your teen about what they think a healthy relationship looks like, we encourage
you to share some healthy relationship qualities that they might have missed or may need more
information about. Below are some key healthy relationship qualities to help you guide the
conversation:

Start an open and ongoing conversation about dating relationships, and let your teen know that
you are there for them whenever they have any questions or concerns!
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